
1. Insert the bedliner driver’s side wall under the truck bed rail and partly over the bulkhead or front top of bed.

2. A.  Lift center of bedliner floor.
B. Slightly pull the side of liner back toward you as you are pulling up on the floor.
C. Push front side corner down under the inside lip of truck rail making sure the top edge of the liner is

under the inside of rail.
D. Make sure that the front lip of bedliner is over the front rail of truck bed.

NOTE: A second person maybe required to guide the bedliner side wall under the side wall of truck.

Under Rail Bedliner Installation For Most Makes of Trucks:
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3.Push down on bedliner floor.
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Tie-Downs For Newer Chevrolet and GMC ONLY
There is round tie-downs like you see in this photo.  Sometimes there is a square metal plate that goes 
behind the tie-down in which the tie-down nests. But when there is a bedliner it goes in front of the bedliner.  
Also there is usually a wing type fastener that goes behind the sheet metal of the truck to hold tie-down in 
place.
NOTE: There is usually a dimple in the side of liner for you to drill a 2” round hole in bedliner for tie-down 
installation.  The metal plate goes in front of that which helps the bedliner stay in place.
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View other truck bed accessories made by Rugged Liner on our website.

https://www.carid.com/bed-accessories.html
https://www.carid.com/rugged-liner/

